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ABSTRACT
A framework was devised for policy-makers to assess direct bilateral cap-and-trade linkages. A systematic analysis of the economic, political and regulatory implications indicates potential benefits along with a number of potentially negative side effects. Theoretically, economic benefits are expected from quasi-static short-term and dynamic efficiency gains. However, a careful review of these arguments indicates that, due to the presence of market distortions or terms-of-trade effects, international emissions trading may not be welfare-enhancing for all countries. Political benefits are derived from the reinforced commitment to international climate policy and the elimination of competitiveness concerns among linking partners, but this must be weighed against the possible incentive to adjust national caps in anticipation of linking. Regulatory disadvantages may arise from the linked system’s inconsistency with original domestic policy objectives, and from the partial de facto cession of discretionary control over the domestic emissions trading system. Finally, as an illustration, a link between the EU ETS and a prospective US trading system is assessed, and the major trade-offs identified.
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1. Introduction

After the initiation of the EU Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS) in 2005, several cap-and-trade systems are now emerging world-wide, e.g. in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Japan and Switzerland. Direct bilateral links between regional cap-and-trade systems have been proposed as one option to strengthen economic efficiency and politically reinforce the international emissions trading regime (e.g. Stern, 2007, 2008; Edenhofer et al., 2008; Garnaut, 2008). Others, however, have emphasized the considerable political and regulatory challenges that this would entail (e.g. Egenhofer, 2007; Victor, 2007; McKibbin et al., 2008). The objective of this article is to develop a framework for comprehensively assessing - from a policy-maker’s point of view - the expected benefits and drawbacks of a link between two cap-and-trade systems.

We find that the major expected benefits from linking are economic and political in nature. Static efficiency gains derive from enabling trade across systems with different pre-link allowance prices, from increased market liquidity, and the reduced volatility. Inasmuch as linking creates an institutional lock-in on a jointly agreed reduction schedule, it also enhances the dynamic efficiency of climate policy. In political terms, linking can serve as a signal of commitment to close international cooperation. Links across OECD cap-and-trade systems - e.g. a transatlantic EU-US link (EU Commission, 2009) - can become important test cases for further carbon-market-based cooperative climate policy between developed and developing countries.

On the other hand, linking also involves a number of potential economic, political and regulatory caveats. For some countries, negative distortionary or terms-of-trade effects may outweigh the efficiency gains from enabling international emissions trade. There are also some economic distributional questions about how efficiency gains are shared between linking partners, potential losses of cobenefits associated with emissions abatement, and whether linking could introduce a perverse incentive for allowance sellers to relax their cap. The greater openness of a linked trading system also implies a higher exposure to market shocks. From a political perspective, the important normative question arises of whether linking partners mutually accept their effort level, i.e. their reduction schedules. In terms of regulatory consequences, unfettered linking entails a ‘mixing’ of system designs, which can turn into a disadvantage if it leads to a ‘washing out’ of any of the two systems’ original policy priorities. Finally, linking also limits the scope for regulatory interventions of the single systems.

In a policy application based on these arguments, we identify the major trade-offs that policymakers face when considering a specific link between the EU ETS and a US cap-and-trade system along the lines of the Waxman-Markey proposal (Waxman and Markey, 2009). In the face of limited knowledge about the prospective efficiency gains and negligible benefits from the increased market size, the political signal for international and domestic climate policy, and the effect as a commitment mechanism appear as the most tangible benefits of a transatlantic link. These benefits need to be weighed against the potential conflict over the relative priority of cost containment versus environmental effectiveness, and the loss of unilateral control over the domestic carbon market.

The following sections analyse the economic (Section 2), political (Section 3) and regulatory (Section 4) implications of linking. In Section 5 we apply these theoretical
findings to the case of a link between the EU ETS and a US ETS along the lines of the Waxman-Markey proposal. Section 6 contains the conclusions.

2. Economic implications

Three types of economic implications are considered: (i) quasi-static, short-term efficiency gains, (ii) dynamic efficiency gains, and (iii) distributional effects. A series of counter-arguments against the conventional gains-from-trade rationale are discussed. In this context, the economic benefits of linking are not as clear-cut as they may seem.

2.1. Short-term efficiency gains

The basic rationale for linking cap-and-trade systems is that significant efficiency gains can be realized when permit prices (implicitly: marginal abatement costs) across schemes are equalized through trade (e.g. UNCTAD, 1992; Chichilnisky and Heal, 1995; Edenhofer et al., 2007), with a greater pre-link difference in the allowance price leading - ceteris paribus - to a greater benefit from linking. In standard partial equilibrium analysis (e.g. Anger, 2008), linking will always be a Pareto improvement, i.e. no system will be worse off after linking than it was before.

Quantitative estimates for the expected efficiency gains from international emissions trading were first created in the context of the Kyoto Protocol (e.g. Weyant and Hill, 1999). Typical results from these modelling studies suggest cost savings of about 50% for Annex-I only trade, and up to 75% for the case of global permit trade. However, few such computations have so far been carried out for post-Kyoto climate policy. As one exception, Russ et al. (2009) assume a policy scenario in line with current EU objectives, and - after applying two different types of models - conclude that a global carbon market with trade across all countries and sectors would halve the abatement costs compared with the no-trade case.

While confirming the basic rationale for linking carbon markets, these analyses of large trading coalitions are not tailored to situations where policy-makers have to decide on a link between two given trading systems. As an exception, Carbone et al. (2009) choose a game-theoretic approach and systematically assess the bilateral linking option with a general equilibrium model calibrated on the base year 2015. They generally find large benefits only for linkages between asymmetric countries, with the highest global and EU welfare gains occurring for the case of an EU-China link. This would enable the EU to take advantage of China’s low-cost abatement options, and would allow China to benefit from selling permits.

However, as a principal objection to the conventional gains-from-trade analyses, it should be questioned whether the latter’s implicit assumption of a ‘first-best’ world, i.e. one without market imperfections such as distorting taxes or externalities, does not lead to an overly optimistic and misleadingly clear-cut view on linking. Generally speaking, the theory of the second-best (Lipsey and Lancaster, 1956) states that optimality conditions that hold in a first-best world may no longer be valid in a second-best world, i.e. one characterized by distortions. In the context of climate policy, pre-existing energy taxes and/or fuel subsidies, as well as uncompetitive energy markets, suggest a second-best scenario.
Hence the standard prescription of an ‘equalization of permit prices’ may cease to be optimal in some cases or - worse - could even become harmful.

As a simple example, assume that - for instance, due to market power in the permit market - the one-to-one correspondence between marginal abatement costs and permit prices is lost. Evidently, emissions trading cannot yield an efficient outcome under such conditions. More formally, Babiker et al. (2004) and Paltsev et al. (2007) have shown that an increase in carbon prices due to emissions trading can reinforce pre-existing distortions associated with inefficiently high fuel taxes - up to the point where the corresponding welfare losses outweigh the primary gains from emissions trade. In a similar vein, McKibbin et al. (1999) demonstrate how a country may become subject to falling terms-of-trade after engaging in international emissions trading.

Another reason why partial equilibrium analysis may overestimate the efficiency gains from linking is its neglect of adjustments in relative prices via international trade in goods. In fact, as one of the pillars of trade economics, the factor price equalization theorem (Samuelson, 1949) states the conditions under which efficiency is guaranteed even if production factors (e.g. emissions allowances) are not internationally traded. The relevance of this insight for climate policy and the resulting redundancy of emissions trading has been emphasized by Copeland and Taylor (2005). Admittedly, for the theorem to hold strictly, a set of rather restrictive assumptions is required, but the underlying mechanism will also work - albeit in a weakened form - in a less idealized context. Obviously, there are several other non-traded inputs, such as labour and energy, which have different prices across regions, without a perceived urgent need to have ‘one price’ for these.

Finally, a side-benefit of linking consists of the creation of a larger carbon market, with more players and allowances and thus higher liquidity, which can particularly benefit smaller systems. Moreover, price shocks within one system will be absorbed and cushioned within a larger overall market. However, from a single system’s point of view this implies that, as a downside, volatility from other systems might be imported (McKibbin et al., 2008). As a consequence, the overall economic effect remains ambiguous: the benefits of spreading domestic price volatility over a larger market needs to be weighed against the costs of imported additional volatility.

2.2. Dynamic efficiency
Basic economic theory holds that the implementation of an ambitious climate policy creates a time-inconsistency problem for a government with limited commitment power (Kydland and Prescott, 1977). Intertemporal economic efficiency breaks down when firms suspect that the government will loosen climate policy once sufficient private investments into low-carbon technology have materialized. Hence, firms do not invest the optimal amount in the first place (Helm et al., 2005; Montgomery and Smith, 2007).

Drawing on Putnam (1988), we argue that internationally linked cap-and-trade systems are less prone to the lure of discretionary policy than systems in autarky, due to mutual pressure among linking partners not to relax emission caps, e.g. relative to some long-term schedule. As a consequence, linked systems can establish a more credible price signal, and improve the dynamic efficiency of their climate policy. Admittedly, such pressure will also exist in the absence of linkages; however, only a linked carbon market provides some kind of sanctioning mechanism, such as trade restrictions (Rehdanz and Tol, 2005), or complete
de-linking. When justifying national caps vis-à-vis domestic stakeholders, national policy-makers can point to this international pressure, claiming that it ‘ties their hands’ to some extent.

Evidence of this mechanism could be observed in negotiations over the Phase I National Allocation Plans (NAP) in the EU ETS: on the basis of a pre-announced formula, the EU Commission successfully rejected several national allocation plans in which countries had endowed themselves with generous allocations (Zapfel, 2007). As pointed out by Ellerman et al. (2007, p.350), the possibility of ‘blaming’ the EU Commission as an institution representing some greater good sometimes helped to justify the adoption of unpopular decisions vis-à-vis the domestic constituency. In this sense, the multilateral architecture of the EU ETS helped to uphold the environmental ambition of the system.

2.3. Distributional considerations
Three types of distributional questions arise in the context of linking. The first, and most obvious, concerns the distribution of the short-term efficiency gains expected from linking. As illustrated in Figure 1, in a partial equilibrium setting the region with the steeper marginal abatement cost (MAC, here assumed to be linear) curve will always obtain the largest share of the total benefits from trading. This is simply because the shift in abatement activity (depicted on the x-axis) is identical for both regions, leaving the relative size of the areas X and Y - which represent the gains from trade - to depend only on the steepness of the MAC curves. Given that the EU abatement cost curve is widely perceived as relatively steep (see, e.g., Weyant and Hill, 1999; Viguier et al., 2003), this may help explain the European Union’s keenness on linking (EU Commission, 2009).

The second distributional aspect relates to the ancillary benefits associated with emission abatement, which include reduced local air pollution, increased energy security due to reduced dependency from fossil fuel imports, encouragement of R&D, and the general economic stimulus
that goes along with low-carbon investments (e.g. Westskog, 2002). If linking leads to a substantial outsourcing of abatement to other regions, these co-benefits - which are not internalized in the allowance price - will be lost. Considerations of this type may carry some weight in the perception of policy-makers and the public (see, e.g., California, 2007), in particular if linking is expected to significantly shift domestic abatement abroad. Unfortunately, a balanced appraisal of this argument is impeded by the fact that these ancillary benefits are ‘external’ to emission abatement, and hence not easily quantifiable in economic terms. However, such co-benefits will usually be addressed by additional targeted policy instruments, e.g. air pollution standards.

Third, and finally, game-theoretic approaches have analysed whether and how the prospect of a linked carbon market creates an incentive for regions to adjust their allowance endowment, i.e. emissions cap, so as to increase their expected benefits from linking. For instance, using a standard emissions game framework, Helm (2003) found that linking creates an incentive for permit sellers (low-damage countries) to relax their cap in order to sell even more permits. Since, in compensation, permit buyers (high-damage countries) tend to choose fewer allowances, linking creates a distributional shift in favour of the seller countries. However, with appropriate instruments, in particular import quotas, buyers can contain the sellers’ expansionary tendencies (Rehdanz and Tol, 2005). The picture changes when players are assumed to anticipate the impact of their quota allocation on international markets for goods and allowances (Carbone et al., 2009): in line with oligopolistic behaviour, the incentive of net permit sellers to raise permit prices by increasing the stringency of their cap can outweigh the incentive to relax the cap.

Arguing less formally, it can be expected that the incentive to relax caps when linking will be weakened for several reasons: the potential reputational damage, the threat of

FIGURE 1 Distribution of efficiency gains when linking two cap-and-trade systems

Note: If marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves are linear, the system with the steeper MAC curve—here system B—always obtains more benefits from linking, i.e. we have \( Y > X \)
import quotas or other penalties, and the fact that linking partners could defect from cooperation in other policy areas as well. In any case, to make the choice of allowances assessable and transparent, mid- to long-term cap schedules should be defined prior to linking.

3. Political implications

We find that linking has three distinct political implications: an ambivalent effect on the international climate policy agenda, facilitating the acceptance of climate policy at the domestic level, and, third, it can work as a signalling mechanism in the context of global burden-sharing.

First of all, linking represents an instrument of international cooperation and, as such, signals a commitment to long-term climate policy and multilateralism. However, it has an ambivalent impact on the UNFCCC process, as linking could be seen both as a complement or substitute thereof (Flachsland et al., 2009): as far as linking confirms the framing of climate change as a global issue and demonstrates how climate policy can be implemented in an efficient way, it can help to reinforce the UNFCCC process and accelerate the adoption of mid- to long-term climate policy targets. But linking may also be seen as weakening the UNFCCC, by breaking its political monopoly and providing a viable back-up option in case the negotiations fail or drag on too long.

Second, inasmuch as linking is seen as an effective means to address the politically sensitive issue of competitive distortions between countries with different prices of carbon (e.g. Houser et al., 2007; Reinaud, 2009), it can facilitate the acceptance of climate policy among domestic business actors and the general public. The relevance of this point is manifest in business and labour associations’ calls to ‘level the carbon playing field’ (e.g. BDI, 2008; Blue Green Alliance, 2009), emphasizing the importance of harmonizing carbon prices among major international competitors. Evidently, linking offers no remedy against the competitive super-advantage of third countries without any price on emissions at all, such as China, which might constitute the more serious problem.

Third, linking constitutes a way of signalling approval towards other systems’ underlying level of effort. Conversely, a linking offer could be declined - despite the tempting efficiency gains - if the prospective linking partner’s efforts are perceived to be unacceptably low. As an example, consider the option of linking the EU ETS and the RGGI system: even though cost savings would be expected, it is hard to imagine the EU agreeing to link to a system, which would - thanks to its overallocation - sell ‘hot air’ allowances into the EU ETS. The implicit endorsement of the low level of ambition of RGGI would be in contradiction with the European Union’s official climate policy goals.

While the development of a common metric for comparing different ‘levels of effort’ in climate policy remains a complicated and unresolved issue (see den Elzen et al., 2008), it is obvious that the linking of emissions trading systems forms part of a general meta-game on the burden-sharing of global emission control. Thus, the assessment of a linking option might be determined more by questions of fairness in the level of effort than by who will become net seller or buyer. From this point of view, a UNFCCC-administered agreement on international burden-sharing that takes into account the principle of comparable but
differentiated efforts (UNFCCC, 2008) would eliminate a potential barrier to linking trading systems.

4. Regulatory implications

Several authors have emphasized the regulatory challenges involved in the linking of regional cap-and-trade systems (Egenhofer, 2007; Victor, 2007). Below, we argue that design differences between to-be-linked trading systems are problematic only insofar as they imply a conflict over policy priorities. In addition, we discuss the implications of the loss of regulatory flexibility which each system incurs due to linking.

4.1. Conflicting policy objectives

To ensure the proper functioning of a linked system, some basic design features require harmonization; namely the provisions for monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of emissions, enforcement and penalty mechanisms, and the registry system (e.g. Sterk et al., 2006; Jaffe and Stavins, 2007; Mace et al., 2008). Beyond these fundamentals, linking will generally lead to a ‘mixing’ of system designs (Tuerk et al., 2009a), which may create a conflict if the resulting ‘mix’ happens to be too much out of line with the system’s original policy priorities. To illustrate this point, consider first the following four policy objectives which can be associated with an ETS:

1. Reducing GHG emissions: The very reason why cap-and-trade systems are introduced is to achieve a specific emission reduction.
2. Supplementarity: Four reasons are commonly cited for why a certain share of abatement should be realized at home (see, e.g., Westskog, 2002): (i) the need to demonstrate leadership, particularly vis-à-vis developing countries; (ii) the co-benefit of reduced air pollution; (iii) the co-benefit of reduced dependency on fossil fuel imports; and (iv) the co-benefit of creating an internationally competitive domestic industry in the field of low-carbon technology.
3. Inducing technological change: Only a stable and sufficiently high price of carbon is expected to induce (via R&D) the technological change that is essential for making climate stabilization economically feasible (Edenhofer et al., 2006).
4. Cost minimization: Overall costs associated with climate policy, particularly reduction targets, should be kept at a minimum.

These - and possibly more - policy objectives can be promoted by choosing the design parameters of an ETS appropriately. For instance, consider the following five design features, and how their setting relates to the above policy objectives:

1. Emission reduction target: A more stringent reduction target increases the amount of required overall abatement and thus increases the permit price.
2. Price cap: This places an upper limit on the permit price and, thereby, also on total abatement costs. On reaching the price cap level, additional allowances are issued,
leading to more emissions than originally envisaged (Jacoby and Ellerman, 2004). Clearly, the lower the price cap, the more likely its activation becomes.

3. **Price floor**: A price floor, by contrast, guarantees a minimum price for emission allowances. If this mechanism is triggered, which is more likely if the price floor is set to a high level, the government contracts the volume of marketable allowances, thus leading to less emissions than originally envisaged (Grubb, 2009).

4. **Restrictions on credits**: A limit on importable credits - in particular from the CDM - implies that relatively more abatement has to be achieved at home, which can raise the allowance price.⁹

5. **Borrowing**: We assume that the possibility of borrowing permits from future commitment periods induces a downward pressure on current prices. There are concerns, however, about a possible relaxation of future reduction targets, if - due to heavy borrowing in early periods - permit prices eventually rise to unacceptably high levels (Boemare and Quirion, 2002; Australian Government, 2008, pp.8-15).

Table 1 summarizes the functional relationships between policy objectives and ETS design features, and highlights how the setting of some parameters necessarily involves a trade-off between the

**TABLE 1** Functional relationship between ETS design parameter and policy objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>ETS PARAMETERS</th>
<th>POLICY OBJECTIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction target</td>
<td>Level of price cap</td>
<td>Level of price floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious target</td>
<td>High level</td>
<td>High level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Restrict imports</td>
<td>Restrict imports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict</td>
<td>Restrict imports</td>
<td>Restrict imports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>Allow unrestricted use</td>
<td>Allow unrestricted use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**: ETS design parameters (vertical columns) and policy objectives (horizontal rows). The presence of bold and italic type with the same columns signals an inherent goal conflict in the setting of the respective parameter: for example, credit imports should be restricted to promote domestic abatement, but should remain unrestricted in order to lower abatement costs.

Different policy objectives. For instance, a price cap helps to confine abatement costs, but may compromise the stimulation of technological change. If, and at what level, the price cap will eventually be set becomes a question of which of the two involved policy goals prevails. Therefore, implementing an ETS and setting its design parameters forces policymakers to prioritize (at least implicitly) some policy objectives over others.
This issue comes into play whenever two systems with different policy priorities engage in linking: when establishing the link, the overall system’s properties will become a ‘mix’ of the single system’s features. This ‘mix’, however, might undermine the original priority ranking of one or both of the regions. For example, consider a system with a high priority on cost minimization and thus without restrictions on CDM-like credit imports, and with a price cap at some intermediate level. Another system, the prospective linking partner, puts a higher priority on substantial emission cuts and therefore has no price cap, and some quantity restriction on CDM credits. If the two systems engage in joined trading without further provisions, the newly established linked system - de facto - features a global price cap and an unrestricted inflow of CDM credits. Thus, one linking partner would experience a dilution of its original policy objectives, which might induce it to opt out of the linking project.

4.2. Reduced control and regulatory flexibility

From the point of view of the single country or region, linking implies that part of the formerly exclusive control and authority over the carbon market is ceded (Jaffe and Stavins, 2008). Smaller schemes, for instance, will experience a one-sided convergence towards the larger partner’s permit price. But even smaller systems may strongly affect the overall market behaviour by exporting some of their ETS design features (‘contagiousness’): for example, price caps in one system automatically propagate throughout the entire linked market. Moreover, under joined trading, price shocks originating in one region will affect the entire market, thus increasing the domestic economy’s exposure to external factors (McKibbin et al., 2008).

Especially in view of the latter, the question arises whether a joint regulation of the carbon market can at all times optimally serve the individual needs of each linking partner. In fact, inasmuch as their economies remain idiosyncratic, it might be preferable for each country to be able to respond to temporary shocks (e.g. business cycle related) independently, for example through an adaptive setting of price corridors, or a temporary modification of banking and borrowing rules. Somewhat analogous to the theory of optimum currency areas (Krugman and Obstfeld, 2000), linking involves a trade-off between increased overall efficiency and reduced leeway for regulatory interventions. On economic grounds, the net effect can be expected to be positive whenever the expected efficiency gains are large and price shocks arrive to some extent simultaneously, which would be the case if the economies of the two prospective linking partners, in particular their emission-intensive energy sectors, are already strongly integrated.

As a general point, the imminent concerns about the loss of full domestic control over the carbon market imply that adequate joint governance arrangements and mutual trust constitute an important prerequisite for any linking project (on institutional arrangements when linking, see Mehling and Haites, 2009; Tuerk et al., 2009a).
5. Policy application: benefits and disbenefits of a transatlantic link

Along the lines of our analytical framework, we now discuss the prospects of a link between the EU ETS and a future US cap-and-trade system as defined by the Waxman-Markey (WM) proposal. For brevity, we do not exhaustively address all of the issues mentioned above, but instead highlight the key points.

First of all, perhaps the most high-profile question regarding the expected efficiency gain from linking remains largely undeterminable, given the lack of quantitative studies on the subject. However, the widespread assumption (e.g. Weyant and Hill, 1999; Viguier et al., 2003) that the marginal abatement cost curve of the EU is steeper than that of the USA, would imply that such gains can indeed be expected. On the other hand, assuming a higher allowance price in the EU ETS, the resulting shift of abatement from the EU to the USA would also lead to a redistribution of the co-benefits from abatement in the same direction. One could then point to the EU’s currently high tolerance towards large CDM credit imports as an indicator that this would nevertheless be acceptable. Also, additional policy objectives such as reduction of air pollution are often addressed by complementary policy instruments, e.g. the IPPC Directive in the European Union (European Union, 2008).

As a positive economic effect, linking can be expected to help climate policy to consolidate its status as ‘irreversible’ in both regions, spur additional R&D, and thus improve the dynamic efficiency of climate policy. However, specific numbers are - again - elusive. As the final aspect on the economic side, the benefits from increased market liquidity do not loom large in view of each system’s large individual size.

The second aspect, the political implications of linking, might very well be the category where the largest benefits from a transatlantic link would materialize. A joint commitment by the two largest integrated economic areas in the world would send a strong political signal, and could become a first step towards a closer cooperation with major developing countries. In fact, an EU-US carbon market could serve as the test case for the engagement of China, India and other developing countries, which remains the sine qua non for resolving the problem of global climate change. In addition, appeasing concerns about unfair competitive conditions by harmonizing carbon prices across the fairly close trading partners EU and the USA will certainly boost the general acceptance of carbon pricing in both regions, even if the actual economic relevance may be less certain.

Third, in terms of regulatory issues the EU ETS design reflects a strong preference for achieving the environmental target, and abstains from price control mechanisms that may alter the cap. The WM proposal, by contrast, places a higher weight on avoiding excessive costs, allowing - under certain conditions - the auctioning of additional allowances from a reserve pool. Another key difference concerns the treatment of credits from offset programmes: the WM proposal foresees the use of international credits from measures reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD), which is ruled out in the EU ETS. Also, MW uses a discount factor of 20% in the accounting of all credits. From the EU’s point of view, accepting a price control and REDD credits would constitute the most controversial issue, while the USA might be reluctant to accept the EU’s 100% recognition of credits.

Finally, given the clearly stated desire of EU policy-makers to link the EU ETS to other schemes (e.g. Steinmeier and Gabriel, 2008; EU Commission, 2009), the loss of regulatory
control is apparently not seen as a drawback in the EU. This contrasts with the fact that the limited integration of the two economies - especially of their energy sectors - would instead suggest the retention of full domestic regulatory control over the carbon market.

To sum up, the major trade-off in a link between the EU and a Waxman-Markey US ETS resides in the benefits of the political signal, uncertain but possibly positive efficiency gains, enhanced domestic acceptance of carbon pricing, and reinforced credibility of climate policy on the one hand. On the other hand, drawbacks include the loss of regulatory control, as well as the potential conflict over differences in system design and policy priorities. In fact, the major benefits might already materialize once the credible prospect of a transatlantic link, perhaps by 2015-2020, has been created.\textsuperscript{15}

6. Conclusions

By systematically going through all the major issues involved in the linking of regional cap-and-trade systems,\textsuperscript{16} we have identified a framework for assessing linkages from the policy-makers’ point of view. Table 2 provides an overview of the potential benefits and disbenefits. When considering a specific linking proposal, policy-makers will have to quantify and weigh up the impact of each issue to determine the net effect, and whether to link or not to link their cap-and-trade system.

As an illustration, we considered the case of a link between the EU ETS and a US cap-and-trade system along the lines of the Waxman-Markey proposal. In the face of limited knowledge about the prospective efficiency gains and negligible benefits from the increased market size, we identified the political signal for international and domestic climate policy and the effect as commitment mechanism as the most tangible benefits of a transatlantic link. On the other side, differences in system design signal a potential incompatibility in the priority ranking of cost containment versus environmental effectiveness. Also, the absence of a close integration of the two economies suggests that keeping the right of unrestricted regulatory intervention on the home market might entail some value.

These trade-offs resemble those involved in the deliberation about common currency areas, where increased economic efficiency (reduced transaction costs and exchange rate uncertainty, higher price stability) and the wider political benefits are weighed against the costs of ceding discretionary regulatory control over the domestic economy. In the case of the single European currency, economists arrived at a negative verdict, denying that the European economy qualifies as a so-called optimum currency area (Krugman and Obstfeld, 2000). However, the expected political benefits turned out to be of overriding importance, and the Euro was eventually adopted.
TABLE 2 Potential benefits and disadvantages of linking regional cap-and-trade systems, as seen from the point of view of domestic policy-makers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Benefits</th>
<th>Potential Disbenefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Economic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Short term efficiency gains:</td>
<td>• Loss (or negligible gain) from linking due to pre-existing distortions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gains from trade (magnitude uncertain)</td>
<td>- Adverse distributional impacts:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Improved liquidity (smaller schemes)</td>
<td>- Loss of co-benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reduced volatility</td>
<td>- Regions may expand emission caps to increase permit sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dynamic efficiency gains:</td>
<td>• Exposure to other regions’ market shocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enhanced credibility of commitment</td>
<td><strong>Political</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political</strong></td>
<td><strong>Political</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Signaling of multilateral commitment</td>
<td>• Risk to endorse reduction targets that are inconsistent with a fair global burden sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhanced domestic policy acceptance</td>
<td><strong>Regulatory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Possible violation of prioritized policy objectives due to incompatible designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced regulatory leeway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To inform the assessment of prospective bilateral linkages, economic modelling exercises on the expected changes in regional welfare will be highly desirable. The political dimension will generally be much more difficult to judge in an objective manner, and depends on the overall state of climate policy - e.g. whether or not a global carbon trading system is seen as an important long-term target of climate policy, as emphasized by ICAP (2007) and the EU Commission (2009). Fixing mid- to long-term cap schedules prior to linking will help to stabilize expectations and place subsequent negotiations over cap adjustments on a transparent basis. Finally, with regard to the technical issue of regulatory compatibility, a rich body of literature is now emerging, which can readily inform assessments of linking (e.g. Tuerk et al., 2009a, and other articles in this Special Issue).

In summary, while linking may appear to be a straightforward issue at first sight - enabling international trade in allowances should be of benefit to all - it turns out that a number of sometimes complex caveats have to be taken into account. Careful and case-specific analysis will be required to determine whether the balance of evidence combined with wider normative assumptions warrants a decision to link or instead not (yet) link two trading systems.
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Notes

1. For detailed descriptions of the emerging regional systems, see the case studies in this Special Issue of Climate Policy and Tuerk et al. (2009b).
2. In this article, we only consider direct bi- and multilateral links between cap-and-trade systems with binding absolute targets. A bilateral link means that two emissions trading systems mutually accept their allowances for compliance (Haites and Mullins, 2001). We do not deal with voluntary schemes or systems based on intensity targets. Also, we assume that such links occur in absence of a government-level trading scheme such as the trading scheme set up under the Kyoto Protocol. For an overview and analysis of different carbon market architectures, see Flachsland et al. (2009).
3. OECD countries and other major emitters adopt the emission reduction targets proposed by the EU, i.e. 30% reductions below 1990 for developed countries (on aggregate) by 2020, and 20% reduction below 2020 baseline emissions for major developing countries.
4. For example, the Swiss system covers only 3 Mt of annual emissions, and the New Zealand scheme is expected to cover 62 Mt annually, as compared to the roughly 2,000 Mt annual emissions of the EU ETS (Carbon Market Data, 2009; Jotzo and Betz, 2009; Point Carbon, 2009a).
5. This bears some analogy with the ‘importing price stability’ argument in the theory of optimum currency areas (see, e.g., Krugman and Obstfeld, 2000, p.613).
6. From an economic point of view, the competitive distortions caused by asymmetric carbon prices appear to affect only few sectors, which account for a relatively small share of GDP (e.g. Reinaud, 2005; McKinsey and Ecofys, 2006; Hourcade et al., 2007; Morgenstern et al., 2007); the reason being that carbon is only one among several factors of production for which prices differ. Thus, a significant impact on investment decisions across two capped economies appears unlikely - in particular if the permit prices of the cap-and-trade systems are not too different.
7. RGGI has an estimated overallocation of 17%, i.e. actual emissions in 2008 were well below the cap (Point Carbon, 2009b).
8. The list of design parameters is not meant to be exhaustive. Banking, for example, constitutes another important design feature, but banking does not raise the issue of trade-offs in scheme design, because it supports all of the policy objectives discussed here.
9. Credit imports may also be restricted for concerns over additionality (Schneider, 2007; Wara, 2007), which is not discussed further here.
10. In fact, McKibbin et al. (2008) warn that economic losses due to imported carbon market volatility might erode its political support, possibly discrediting the entire approach.
11. The current state of research does not allow for a definite conclusion on whether or not such features are needed for an optimal functioning of greenhouse gas cap-and-trade systems - a priori, however, it does not seem implausible.
12. The WM system proposed on 31 March 2009 would commence in 2012 and cover ~68% of US GHG emissions in the initial year 2012 (rising to a share of 85% in US GHG emissions in 2016), with a cap of 4,770 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e. The cap would decline to 20% below 2005 emission levels by 2020, and, eventually, 83% below 2005 emissions by 2050. Covered entities can make up to 15% of their needed allowances by means of domestic offsets (including LULUCF activities), and another 15% by international offsets, but both are subjected to a 20% discount factor. See Sterk et al. (2009) and Point Carbon (2009c) for more details.
13. Of course, pre-link carbon price asymmetries and corresponding efficiency gains from linking are not only determined by the shape of marginal abatement cost curves, but also by the emission reduction targets.
14. See Sterk and Kruger (2009) for a detailed analysis of regulatory issues when linking the EU ETS to the system proposed by Waxman-Markey.
15. Given the possibility of banking, markets will price in expectation of future linkages. This reaffirms the need for actively managing market expectations on future political developments, in order to avoid the volatility induced by policy uncertainty over linkages.
16. Our analysis omitted two other economic implications of linking, both relating to the economic consequences of adjustments in allowance prices when linking. First, a changing regional allowance price might affect the rate of carbon leakage, depending on the affected industries’ elasticity of leakage with respect to the carbon price (Jaffe and Stavins, 2007). Second, allowance price changes will
translate into adjustments of commodity (e.g. fuel) prices, the value of freely allocated allowances, as well as auctioning revenues, with corresponding distributional implications.
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